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MODELS

Energy Smart Hand-Wrap Station

❑❑ W32ES-1

Energy smart hand-wrap station

STANDARD FEATURES
++ Film cradle mount for quick and easy film changeover
++ Fixed distance photoeye to detect all tray colors
++ Two color LED for photoeye indication is amber to convey
seal plate heating, and red when seal plate reaches sealing
temperature
++ Self-regulating square rod for increased transversal rigidity
and consistent cutting
++ On-demand heated seal plate that significantly reduces
power consumption by up to 80%
++ Supplied with a replaceable non-stick cover to maintain a
hygienic seal surface
++ Thermistor controlled circuit that reduces power consumption as residual heat increases in seal plate
++ GFCI for improved circuit integrity and protection
++ Rigid stainless steel construction
++ 2 roll film capacity - 20” maximum roll width, 8” maximum
roll diameter
++ 8” x 15” seal plate

SPECIFIER STATEMENT
W32ES-1 is most commonly used with the Hobart
semi-automatic CLA system for hand wrapping.
This 2-roll film capacity station is made of rugged
construction including a stainless steel wrapping
surface. The new W32ES-1 wrapper has proven to
significantly reduce energy costs by up to 80%.
The seal plate only consumes energy when you
need to seal a package. The photo eye sees the
product and actuates the seal cycle. The W32ES-1
has an 8" x 15" seal plate and 20" film capacity in
a compact design.

++ Rounded stainless steel front plate for easy wipe down
++ Splash shield, lower shelf
++ Adjustable height from 33” to 39”
++ Operates in all ambient temperatures

W32ES-1 ENERGY SMART HAND-WRAP STATION

W32ES-1

++ Used with Hobart semi-automatic CLA systems unless specified otherwise

SPECIFICATIONS
Construction: Rigid stainless steel frame, wrapping surface,
and film cradle mount
Film Capacity: 20"
Hot Plate: 8" x 15" Standard, 6" x 15" Optional
Working Height: Standard 36", Adjustable Height 33"-39"
Overall Dimensions: 24" D, 25" W, 36" H Standard;
(61 D, 63.5 W, 92 H cm)
Electrical Specifications: 115 Volt, 60Hz, 132 Watts
Weight: 90 lbs. (40 kg)
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